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Further Fables

Introduction
I am honored to have been asked to write this introduction to
a third collection of fables titled Further Fables, written and illustrated
by Claude Samton. The first two books were titled FiftyFiveFables and
The Very Horny Toad and other Fables.
Fables are short moral tales with animals as characters. They are
part of a great tradition in my family going back to our ancestor Aesop
who recorded his fables in Greece in 550 BC. Some of the better known
fable writers were, La Fontaine, Hans Christian Anderson, The Brothers
Grimm, and James Thurber.
This collection includes 45 Fables, 8 Mini Fables and 30 Limerick
Fables. The limerick form was popularized by Edward Lear in 1845
in his Book of Nonsense. It was customary at the time for limericks to
accompany an illustration of the same subject, and for the final line of the
limerick to be a kind of conclusion.
Claude was born in Berlin, Germany, into a family of storytellers.
His father was known for the wonderful humorous stories he told at
weddings, bar mitzvahs, and holidays.
The present collection contains fables about current issues, some
that deal with aging, and others about health, relationships, wisdom, and
the foibles of our time. 				
Have fun reading them.
Aristide Aesop
Athens, Greece 2014
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Relationships
The Lion and the Flea
The Manta Ray
The Hyena and the Boar
The Sloth up in a Tree
The Eel
The Hermit Crab
The Little Ant that Can’t
The Mouse that was Proper
The Adolescent Mole

The Lion and the Flea
A flea that landed on the nose of a large lion, began a conversation.
Flea. You know, I envy you. I wish I was born big and strong like you.
Lion. Hey, I gotta lotta problems because I’m so big.
Flea. Like what?
Lion. Most animals are afraid of me, They run away when they see me,
so I don’t have much of a social life.
Flea. Aw, cut out the whining! What kind of social life ya think I have?
Animals can’t see me at all. Right now I’m sitting on the tip of your
nose, Do you see me?
Lion. No, but it itches like crazy!
Flea. Well, this is how I get some respect.
Lion. That’s just a coward’s way, stand up and fight like a lion.
Flea. Why don’t you fly around and bite like a flea?
Lion. Boy, you got a lot of chutzpah talk’in to me like that.
Flea. Yeah, I have a bite and chutzpah. That’s who I am.
Lion. You know, I’d crush you in a minute if I could catch you.
Flea. So try, wise guy!
Lion. You’re getting my mane riled up.
Flea. You call yourself the king of beasts. Ha that’s a joke.
Lion. You really are an ornery little critter.
Flea. You don’t scare me, In fact, I kind of enjoy hanging out here.
Lion. Well, this is the most intimate conversation I’ve had in years.
Flea. Me too. It’s fun teasing you like this.
The Lion and the Flea became very social and lived in
friendship happily ever after.
Opposites attract And that’s a fact
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The Manta Ray
A large Manta Ray traversed the seas
She moved through the water with such ease
That shellfish felt a strong vibration
And other fish had the sensation
That when Manta Ray came on the scene
She looked and acted like their queen
The sea creatures nearby gave her space
And her royal demeanor had much grace
When a great white shark made it plain
He intended shortly to end her reign
They circled each other with cautious glances
And carefully considered their advances
The ensuing conflict was quickly abated
When they both fell in love and wetly mated
The result could not have been foreseen
For now the fish had a King and Queen
How’s that for an aquatic Hollywood ending
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The Hyena and the Boar
A Hyena said to a giggling Boar
‘Whatever are you laughing for?
I’m the one who has that skill
So please respect me if you will.’
‘Hey, don’t get huffy,’ said the Boar,
Laughter’s cool and what is more
That’s an emotion you don’t own,
We Boars all have a funny bone.’
‘I mean to show no disrespect,’
Said the Hyena as he wept
The Boar convulsed again with laughter
And they became a couple forever after
You never know what makes a relationship
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The Sloth that Hung up in a Tree
A Sloth that hung up in a tree
Loved to recount his memory
Of how he met his mate, in fact
This was his most amazing act
He spotted her from high above
And won her over, showed his love
They mated there, hung from their toes
Had little sloths, the legend goes
The family as we here can see
All hung together from a tree
The storms that often came by day
Never harmed them, they’d just sway
Their family life was totally sound
And never even reached the ground
Families that hang together
Can often brave stormy weather
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The Eel Thought Life was no Big Deal
The Eel Thought Life was no Big Deal
An Eel that lived in New York harbor took life in stride.
AnnoEel
lived
New
‘It’s
bigthat
deal,
’ saidinthe
Eel.York harbor took life in stride.
‘It’s no bigmean?’
deal,’ said
thethe
Eel.
‘Whaddya
asked
Crab as he edged sideways to avoid the sludge.
‘Whaddya
mean?’
the Crab as he edged sideways to avoid the sludge.
‘It’s
no big deal,
’ said asked
the Eel.
‘It’smoves
no bigtoo
deal,
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Eel. crazy,’ whined the Snail.
‘Life
fast,
I’mthe
going
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no moves
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If you’re an eel
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The Hermit Crab that Loved to Blab
A Hermit Crab whose ancestors had been hermits
for generations, loved to blab.
‘What’s wrong with you?’ asked her siblings,
‘You’re a hermit, you can’t change your fate.’
The Hermit Crab, however, became more and
more social and even considered going into politics.
‘Such a shame,’ exclaimed the other hermit crabs,
‘You’re choosing a totally unnatural path.’
The Hermit Crab sought out other creatures with
whom she could socialize. She was determined that
her fate not prevent her enjoyment of being in
the company of others.
A Will that is Great
Can Overcome Fate
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The Little Ant that Can’t
An Ant that was smaller than the others in the colony kept saying,
‘I can’t.’ ‘I can’t be expected to carry many times my weight,’
he muttered as he asked for an audience with the queen.
‘Who are you kidding,’ said the other ants, ‘Why do you think she
would see you?’
But he persisted because he felt that it was important to explain his
position. The queen who had heard of the little Ant’s persistence,
consented to a meeting. She was so impressed with his desire to
make his feelings known that she appointed him as her counselor.
He soon became known in the colony as the little Ant that Can.
It’s important to say what’s on your mind
You never know what you might find
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The Mouse who was Proper
A Mouse who always acted proper
Kept her feelings in the hopper
Her mother had taught her how to behave
Since consequences could be most grave
If the Mouse uttered what she did feel
She was sent to bed without a meal
Being trained to be so nice
Later exacted a very high price
Like when she failed to tell her mate
That she had seen him on a date
To put it mildly, this was rough
But now she felt she’d had enough!
So out came feelings in all their glory
And that’s the end of this little story
Some things just take time
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The Adolescent Mole
‘My way or the highway,’ exclaimed the Adolescent Mole
He antagonized his parents and criticized their role
He never answered and wouldn’t obey
When he wanted to go and they said, ‘Stay’
They warned him about poisonous plants
Which produced ridicule and endless rants
He taunted them daily and then rebelled
Made fun of places where they dwelled
It went on like this for many years
Till the Mole grew up and had the fears
That his very own offspring would not obey
When they moved on and he said, ‘Stay’
This story which has an age old plot
Warns us when we think we know a lot
What goes around comes around
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Current Issues
Hippopotamus R Us
The Kangaroo went Shopping Too
The Arctic Tern
The Zebra
The iPhone Savvy Squirrel
The Plain and Simple Lynx
The Small Brown Bear

Hippopotamus R Us
A Hippo with a yen for travel
Saw his careful plans unravel
His travel agent got in touch
Seems the Hippo weighed too much
‘But beside all this,’ the agent said,
‘You’re not booked enough ahead’
‘Grr,’ growled the Hippo in response,
‘Must I do what the airline wants’
The Hippo, as he further inquired
Found his passport had expired.
‘Travel these days is for the birds,’
The Hippo said with angry words
Now that his trip was such a dud
He slowly slid back into the mud.
Travel is not as simple as it used to be
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The Kangaroo went Shopping Too
A Kangaroo who was new on the scene
Was known to have the shopping gene
She’d hop around to the outlet stores
Crashing through the plate glass doors
Whether buying clothes or other stuff
She never felt she had enough
‘Is it because you’re really needy,
Or could it be that you’re just greedy?’
Asked the Dingbat who stopped by
‘It’s in my genes and that is why’
Said the Kangaroo with loaded pouch
Which she carefully set upon the couch
‘Shopping is how I show my mettle
For nothing less can I now settle!’
Maybe genes are the reason
Endless shopping is in season
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The Arctic Tern had much to Learn
An Arctic Tern had much to learn
Of glaciers where he had concern
They were melting at a rapid rate
And the Tern worried about her fate
She heard that global warming grew
But didn’t know what she could do
Other terns who couldn’t care less
Said, ‘Listen, this is not our mess.’
As the ice bank melted, their homes were at stake
So the terns all gathered and said, ‘For God’s sake,
Let’s discuss the matter and make it our goal
To study this carefully, and then take a poll.’
Typical politics of talk and no action
Say a solution would be a distraction
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The Zebra
A Zebra showed his stripes on stage
And was considered quite the rage
By the animals who had tattoos
When they heard he made the news
The Zebra’s stripes were all organic
And they could easily begin a panic
Among all those who wait in lines
To get tattoos with unique designs
‘My stripes are natural and aesthetic
And certainly not phony or pathetic
So whatever you guys may feel
I’m totally natural, the real deal’
It’s always a delight to feel
You’ve finally met the real deal
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The iPhone Savvy Squirrel
An iPhone Savvy Squirrel recently got an app
That let him store his nuts near the RR track
And other apps that he then found
Showed how to dig into the ground
His iPhone offered an app download
That taught him quite a different mode
Of avoiding all the surface ruts
And digging deep to store the nuts
With all these apps he felt so blessed
Perhaps you have already guessed
That as the train came barreling round
It scattered the nuts all over the ground
An app can sometimes go off track
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The Plain and Simple Lynx
‘Everything these days is so fancy,’
complained the Plain and Simple Lynx
‘Creatures pay a fortune and no one even blinks
They parade around in garments
from a fashion show
Impress us with their elegance,
but we don’t ever know
What is under the exterior;
is it fluff or is it real
Would they ever tell us what they truly feel
Anyhow, I’m a plain and simple creature
And I’d say that’s my overriding feature
So, though I might not be in fashion
I always live my life with passion.’
Watch out Giorgio Armani
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The Small Brown Bear
A small Brown Bear said, ‘Life’s unfair
The big bears get the best berries there
They only count for one percent
The rest of us are not content
With berry bushes that are so meager
Our constant hunger makes us eager
To get our fair share of the berry crop
And let it be known to bears on top
That it’s inequality, and my brothers say
Before too long there’ll come a day
When we small bears will make our choices
To band together and raise our voices
Then we’ll be marching in the woods
Demonstrating loudly to get the goods.’
Go Bears
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Wisdom
The Vulture
The Polar Bear
The Sound that was Profound
City vs. Country
Life is in the Moments
The Little Monkey
The Peripatetic Hare
The Mole
The Parakeet Cried

The Vulture
‘Life is a bitch and then you’re dead,’
Is what the large grey Vulture said
‘I would say that’s pretty crude
And therefore shows an attitude,’
Spoke the Robin singing in the tree
‘I love life, and beauty’s what I see.’
‘You’re a lightweight,’ screeched the Vulture,
‘And are totally devoid of culture.’
This discussion could go on forever
But we perhaps would all endeavor
To decide what works for us
That’s all there is here to discuss
When everything is said and done
Life can be a bitch or so much fun
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The Polar Bear
‘I have a big regret,’ the Polar Bear said
‘I’ve had no little ones, and never wed,
But I’ve experienced life and had much joy
Since I played on icebergs as a little boy
Friends have families, they’re tied down
I’m unattached, love to roam around
Travelling to ice floes both near and far
I’ve gazed at the heavens, seen the North Star
And though I don’t often hug or kiss
I’m happy following my Polar Bear bliss.’
There is more than one way to live life
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The Sound that was Profound
A musical sound that was profound
Came from deep within the ground
The animals, some quite renowned
All came to see and gathered round
The Lion roared, ‘since I am king,
I’ll solve this very annoying thing’
And the Fly in her quick reply
Said, ‘why should we even try’
The Skunk who showed up wildly drunk
Maintained the sound was simply bunk
‘This is a sound we must control,’
Said the bureaucratic Mole
‘Stop it before it causes harm’
Clucked the Chickens on the farm
‘Sue it, that is what we should do,’
Said the legally minded Kangaroo
‘Snuff it out with a fluffy pillow,’
Grunted out the Armadillo
‘Worship it, that’s what to do,’
Said the meditative Gnu
‘Well, it is nature, so let it be,’
Said the philosophic Flea
What they did we cannot say
The answer waits for another day
Before coming to a conclusion
54

Maybe it was just an illusion
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The City Vs. The Country
‘I’m much better,’ said the City
‘I’ve got people who are witty’
Then the Country gave its reply
‘I am better, I’ll tell you why’
‘I have animals and nature
And other nomenclature
Also here it’s very quiet
Most important for the diet
Then of course, and best of all
Are the colors in the fall
‘You’re just dull,’ replied the City
‘And that’s actually such a pity
We have culture, music, and great art
Finance, top restaurants off the chart.’
‘Well,’ smiled the Country, ‘that’s all right,
We’ve beautiful views, see stars at night’
So, on and on went the big debate
You’ll surely want to know it’s fate
Each scored points and had it’s say
And we know by the close of day
That both are special and unique
You decide which one you seek
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Life is in the Moments
‘There are moments,’ said the Chipmunk, ‘that define your life
Like when that macho flying Squirrel asked me to be his wife
Or what about that cat, Mischa, who bared her teeth at me
I’d definitely have been a goner if I hadn’t climbed that tree
And the time the wily black snake bit me in the tail
Did he think I’d stay immovable, frozen like a snail
Then, many lighter moments like playing with the rabbit
That ate Claude’s red tomatoes which had become a habit
Also chasing crickets who were camouflaged in grass
Or trying to catch the cardinals from a higher class
These moments are what we remember later on in life,’
Said the Squirrel to the Chipmunk, who had become his wife
What we can say with this short rhyme
Is that life evolves one moment at a time
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The Little Monkey
‘Have fun now,’ is what the Little Monkey said
‘Cause you can’t have it when You are gone and dead’
Such grand philosophical advice
Was quietly uttered once or twice
In the early morning or late at night
To an older monkey who aired his plight
That life was often full of stress
So serious that he’d never guess
How just being playful and having fun
Could ‘make his day’ before it’s done
So when you read this minor fable
Enjoy yourself and if you’re able
Let others deal with the deeper stuff
Of which God knows, there is enough
So enjoy life, have fun and play
It possibly could ‘make your day’
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The Peripatetic Hare was
Never fully Here or There
A Hare that was peripatetic, hopped around from place to place.
‘Are you here or are you there? asked the frog who was sitting at
the edge of the pond.
‘Well, when I’m here, I’m looking there, and when I’m there, I’m
looking here,’ replied the Hare.
‘What for?’ questioned the Frog.
‘So I don’t miss anything,’ answered the Hare as she hopped over
to the cabbage patch. She munched on a leaf, eyes focused on
the frog to see what he was doing. He croaked, and she quickly
hopped back into the pond, carrying the leaf in her mouth.
‘Isn’t that a poison ivy leaf you’re munching on? asked the Frog.
‘Oh, I hadn’t noticed,’ replied the Hare anxiously as she raced over
to the clinic in a frenzy.
If you’re not fully here or there
You’re probably not anywhere
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The Mole that was Strange
Just Wouldn’t Change
A Mole that lived in prehistoric times wouldn’t
change. All life around him changed. The dinosaurs
came and went; fish came out of the sea, the Ice
Age warmed up as the earth became milder, and
primates turned into humans. But the Mole wouldn’t
change and was therefore considered strange.
‘Why should I?’ he asked, ‘My life is OK the way it
is.’ He seemed comfortable in his little hole in the
ground and was oblivious to the changes around
him. The environment became polluted, politics
became dark and dangerous, the economy collapsed,
and his friends went off to seek their fortunes, but
the Mole wouldn’t change.
So far no ending to this little fable
But please finish it if you are able
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The Parakeet Cried and Couldn’t Decide
A Parakeet perched on a branch in his cage overlooking Mercer
Street, couldn’t decide where to go, what to do, or what to buy.
In fact, every time a decision had to be made, he cried. Should
he fly south to Tribeca, north to Greenwich Village, or to the
Lower East Side? West was not in consideration because he
could end up in New Jersey. Tears ran down his beak but he
finally left his cage and flew into the Foot Locker on Broadway
to look at sneakers. Rows and rows with sneakers of every
conceivable brand and color confronted him. He got dizzy,
became anxious and cried. The Parakeet quickly left the place
and hurried over to the Apple computer store to get an Ipad. ‘Do
you want 16, 32, or 64 gigabites in which color? asked the sales
person. ‘You can get it with multi touch, dual-core A5X chip,
and quad core graphics.’ The Parakeet was totally confused.
‘Decisions, decisions, too many decisions!’ he chirped, but he
managed to fly over to the Whole Foods store to pick up some
breakfast cereal. The cereal lane was approximately 1000 times
as long as he, and the choices were so momentous, that he
became anxious, and escaped the store in a flash. It was just too
much, and after having a good cry, he flew home quickly, locked
himself into his cage and began to write fables.
A Fable a Day
Keeps Decisions Away
67

Health & Aging
The Blind Bat
The Ox and the Fox
The Ocelot Forgot A lot
The Elderly Crane
The Sea Turtle
The Urban Rat
The Mountain Goat
The Tick that carried Lyme

The Blind Bat
A Bat who they all knew was blind
Worried, but thought he could find
A doctor who would help him see
And bring him back to harmony
With other creatures who had sight
And could see when there was light
Well, tests were done and glasses fitted
But though the Bat was not slow witted
He could not see and remained in fact
Without his sight and blind as a bat
Some things are difficult to change
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The Ox and the Fox
An Ox who got older and a Fox who got younger crossed paths.
‘Tell me how you do it?’ asked the Ox
‘I just do everything backwards,’ replied the Fox,
‘I start out in old age and keep getting younger. When I eat, I start
out with dessert, when I tell a joke, I start out with the punch line,
and when I travel, I put the cart before the horse.’
‘Remarkable!’ exclaimed the Ox, ‘You’ve found the secret of
life.’ Determined to follow in the Fox’s footsteps, the Ox
proceeded to walk backwards whereupon he suddenly collided
with a garbage truck.
Going backwards, it can often be said
Is better with eyes in the back of the head
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The Ocelot Forgot A Lot
An Ocelot getting on in years
Had among his many fears
The one he couldn’t quite remember
That bothered him in late December
Just when the holidays appeared
As friends and family rightly feared
He forgot the presents they desired
Or could it be he was so tired
Of all the hype and phony stuff
For at his age he’d had enough
Can we judge him in Absentia
Or could it be he has Dementia
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The Elderly Crane
‘I’m not getting any younger,’ whined the Elderly Crane,
‘Age is catching up with me, but I’m not one to complain
Getting older has its benefits as I’ll try here to show
You get wiser annually and watch your children grow
Your many experiences can bring vast delight
Especially when waking in the middle of night
But aside from this, just let me explain
That every day there’s a new found pain
My eyesight, which is compromised
Sees big black spots up in the skies
And legs are sore but what’s much more
I just can’t remember what came before
So I’ll sit here at my little table
And try to write another fable’.
Getting older can bring much joy
Along with the expression ‘OY’
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The Sea Turtle at a Hundred and Fifty
A Sea Turtle that turned a hundred and fifty
Said, ‘You know I think it’s rather nifty
That I have lived all these many years
With floods and drought amidst other fears
Also a hundred fifty years of war
I hear about it and think, ‘What for?’
I move very slowly and am most content
On this sandy beach where I pay no rent
There is also fun, companionship, and love
And friendly seagulls drop fish from above
My advice for living a long stress free life
Is to relax, have fun, and avoid any strife.’
This guy never needed a therapist
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The Urban Rat
A crafty sure footed Urban Rat
Ate garbage and got hugely fat
She was told ‘organic’ is the way to go
But it might require much more dough
Friends recommended a low fat diet
They all chimed in, ‘You’ve got to try it’
The rat replied, ‘Well, what I’ve found
Is that garbage left upon the ground
Can satisfy my most basic cravings
While affording me a lot in savings
And if the result is getting fat
I’ll raise a toast and welcome that.’
The basic nature of a rat
Is to eat garbage and get fat
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The Mountain Goat
Grew Old and Wrote
A Mountain Goat would often say
Friends have gone or passed away
Maybe it’s just some cosmic trick
That all goats age and can get sick
As a youth I scaled the highest peak
And now my ancient joints all creak
Why couldn’t I stay in my prime
Then I’d be vital all the time
I suppose there are spiritual reasons
Why we’re all limited to our seasons
So, meanwhile, I will read and write
And enjoy my days till late at night
It’s all about acceptance
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The Tick that Carried Lyme
A Tick that carried Lyme
Was ravenous all the time
A nudist colony became his home
Here was skin where he could roam
Unaware that he was a scourge
He’d bite whenever he felt the urge
One day quite unbeknown
He went too deep and hit a bone
The immune system went berserk
And ejected the little deadly jerk
Not much more can readily be said
Except that the Tick is now very dead
Never bite off more than you can chew
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Classics
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
The Fox who was Shrewd
The City Mouse and the Country Mouse
The Knight Who Loved to Fight

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Once upon a time there was a little girl named Goldilocks who
liked bears. She met a cute little bear and they dated for a while,
but he was too small. Then she met a big macho bear, and they
dated for a while, but he was too big. Finally, she met a handsome
medium sized bear, and he was just right. They fell in love.
He moved in with her, and they shared their most intimate secrets.
‘You make me so happy,’ she whispered to him in a moment of
great tenderness. Eventually, there were small differences.
He wanted to go into the woods to be with nature, and she wanted
to watch TV. As their differences grew, they became critical, and
often attacked each other.
‘You’re a brute,’ she cried.
‘And you’re a little bitch,’ he grumbled.
Needless to say, the relationship floundered. The bear moved out
and went back to the woods. Goldilocks was very hurt and sat in
front of the TV and cried.
A little girl hitched to a medium sized bear
Would have serious problems anywhere
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The Fox who was Shrewd
A Fox who was shrewd and politically savvy decided to run for
office. He enlisted his friend, the Crow, to fly around and take a
poll to check out his chances. The Crow got good results from
many of the animals she encountered. Especially promising were
the chickens. Mother hen had just laid dozens of eggs and she said
that the chicks could be counted on to vote for the Fox since he
would then treat them well. The Crow assured the Fox that with the
vote of the chicks, his victory was ‘in the bag.’ It was the morning
of the election but the chicks had not yet hatched. When the votes
were counted, it was close, but the Fox went down in defeat.
Never count your chickens
Before they are hatched
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The City Mouse and the Country Mouse
A Country Mouse invited his friend, the City Mouse, to visit him.
‘Isn’t it quiet and peaceful here?’ sighed the Country Mouse.
‘It’s boring.’ replied the City Mouse. ‘There’s no excitement, How
can you stand it?’
‘I enjoy nature and the seasons,’ countered the Country Mouse.
“Hey, come to the city with me and I’ll show you fun and
excitement,’ promised the City Mouse. They arrived in the city
house and entered the kitchen which contained the remnants of
a gourmet meal. ‘See what I mean,’ emphasized the City Mouse,
licking his chops and diving into the cheese soufflé.
The Country Mouse who was nibbling on foie gras, was very
impressed. Just then the door opened and a giant cat sprang at
them with teeth bared. They escaped into a crevice in the wall. ‘I’d
rather eat simply and live in peace and quiet,’ muttered the Country
Mouse as he made his way back home. He arrived in the country on
a beautiful clear sunny day and was promptly jumped by a weasel.
He struggled mightily and barely managed to free himself.
Watch out wherever you are
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The Knight Who Loved to Fight
A Knight who grew up in a dysfunctional kingdom loved to fight.
As a youth, he was beaten up by the King, the Queen, Dukes and
Counts too numerous to count. As he grew into manhood, he
became aggressive. ‘What good is life,’ said the Knight, ‘Unless I
can get into a good fight.’
He travelled around the kingdom brandishing his sword and in
the process, cutting off heads, arms, legs, and other protruding
extremities. Needless to say, the kingdomites were troubled and
came up with a plan. They would entice him to the rock that held
the King’s sword embedded in it. Anyone able to pull it out could
then marry the King’s daughter.
‘Time for some love in my life,’ said the Knight as he made his
way to the rock. After several hours of strenuous pulling, he was
able to dislodge the sword. The Knight started to faint from the
strain and while the crowds were cheering, he fell on the tip of
the sword. He was pronounced dead by the EMS and ensconced
in the casket with his sword by his side.
He who lives by the Sword
Usually dies by the Sword
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Work
The Seal that Reinvented the Wheel
The Boll Weevil
The Camel
Blow West Young Fan
The Termite
The Whale that was too Big to Fail
The Tsetse Fly that wouldn’t Try
The Wolverine in Quarantinet

The Seal that Reinvented the Wheel
A Seal, who was in a very creative period in his life,
decided that he would reinvent the wheel.
‘It is high time to reinvent the wheel,’ observed the Seal,
‘because it hasn’t changed since biblical times.’
The Seal started by reinventing the baby carriage wheel.
He then reinvented the bicycle, tricycle, and automobile
wheels. The tractor and dump truck wheels followed,
although they were more of a challenge.
Though he reinvented dozens of wheels, they were not accepted
and the same old wheels were still being used everywhere.
Definitely an idea whose time has not come
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The Boll Weevil
‘Money is the root of all evil’
Said the scholarly Boll Weevil
He studied history and swore
That money often led to war
First comes jealousy and also greed
Which love of money will often breed
‘Could there be another way?’
The Boll Weevil would frequently say
‘Whether or not the world is rotten
I’m happy as I munch on cotton
So if you find work that you adore
Money won’t bother you any more
Well that’s advice from one Boll Weevil
Who finds life is tough but never evil
Obviously a scholarly point of view
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The Camel
A Camel that traversed the desert sands
Could move quickly on the hot dry lands
He swelled with pride when he was told
That he was a contender since days of old
In fact no creature could compete
With him in this dry desert heat
‘I’m the king here,’ he often said,
‘The others might as well be dead’
One day while walking on his own
He stepped in a pit and broke a bone
They hoisted him on a camel train
Which finally ended his kingly reign
Arrogance when in your prime
Never works well all the time
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Blow West Young Fan
A Young Fan that had blown air in New York City
was advised to blow out West.
‘You are young and strong,’ said the fan elders,
‘Blow out West and seek your fortune.’
The Young Fan, who respected his elders, decided to
take their advice and travel out West. He went to blow
air in the desert, on the plains and in the mountains,
but there was no one around to benefit.
‘It seems useless,’ he moaned, ‘There are no people here
who appreciate my efforts.’ Soon, he decided to go back
East to settle in New York City where he felt needed.
It’s always good to go where you can make a difference
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The Termite
A Termite that chewed wood at night
Just couldn’t seem to get it right
In fact there always was a question
Whether the wood gave indigestion
A nutritionist who came on the scene
Advised him that the wood was green
‘Just wait,’ he said, ‘until it’s dryer,
The cellulose count will then be higher
You could marinate the wood in sauce
Which would clean up surface moss.’
The termite, after days with gas
Quit wood, and started eating grass
Whatever works
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The Whale that was too Big to Fail
A Whale that swam through the oceans protected all the smaller fish from
sharks and other predators. ‘You’re too big and important to fail us,’ said
the smaller fishes. They realized that they needed him and always made
him feel important when he came around. The Whale was brimming with
confidence and made deals with the sharks, who respected him because of
his great size. One day, while swimming near shore, he landed on a sand
bar. The Whale thrashed around, flipping his tail from side to side but was
unable to move into the water. He called for help from the smaller fishes.
The Governing Council of Fishes met to consider the Whale’s request.
‘We better save him,’ urged the leader, ‘he’s too big to fail.’
We know too Big to Fail
Is as Dead as a Doornail
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The Tsetse Fly that wouldn’t Try
A small Tsetse Fly that wouldn’t try
Was asked by all his friends ‘Why
Don’t you bite like the other flies
Is it because you think you’re wise?’
‘No, it’s just that biting causes grief
And if I don’t try, it’s a big relief
For all those creatures in harm’s way
That could then enjoy a healthy day.’
So this Tsetse Fly had great compassion
Which in these times is not in fashion
Though to some it was a flaw
To others he was held in awe
A small compassionate Tsetse Fly
Could change the world by and by
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The Wolverine in Quarantine
A Wolverine wandered too close to a nuclear power plant.
He picked up a high dose of radiation and was forced into quarantine.
‘Oh futz,’ said the Wolverine, ‘that was some stupid mistake! I had
a wonderful free wheeling life and now this had to happen.’ He could not
get close to other animals and had to be isolated in a cave. The Wolverine
picked up some instructional CD’s that taught him how to meditate, do
yoga and become spiritual. In time the radiation wore off, and he began
to teach the other animals how to meditate and do yoga. His fame spread
and soon he had quite a large following among the animals of the forest.
They referred to him as their Guru.
‘Wow, what a bonanza!’ remarked the Wolverine who was highly
pleased with himself.
				Sometimes a mistake
				Can a bonanza make
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Mini Fables
Cat, Rat, Gnat, Bat
Brat, Vat, Jack Sprat, Cat
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The Cat got Fat

The Gnat could Chat

And That was That

Well, How was That

The Rat had Spat

The Bat just Shat

Oh, What was That

Oy, Why was That
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The Brat said Drat

Jack Sprat with Hat

To Who was That

His Wife Liked That

The Vat just Sat

The Cat Lost Fat

That’s Where it’s At

How Cool was That
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Limerick Fables
Centipede
Turkey, Skunk
Beetle, Wren, Vulture
Octopus, Fish
Piglet, Goat, Beaver
Armadillo, Mole
Duck, Bull, Cow
Mischa, Roach, Horse
Leopard, Gazelle
Cricket, Porcupine, Ant
Spider, Rat
Herring, Snail, Turtle
Mouse, Bunny
Claude

A centipede received bad news
His wife went out to buy new shoes
‘Now we are broke
This ain’t no joke’
He sobbed aloud and sang the blues
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A skunk that was usually quiet
Decided he would start a riot
He emitted a scent
In a big circus tent
His conclusion was, ‘Don’t try it.’

A turkey flew far from his nest
To a Thanksgiving Party out West
He was festively greeted
And royally feted
The outcome I’m sure you have guessed
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A beetle that ate the leaves of trees
Enjoyed his meal out in the breeze
He was a genuine pest
So it really seemed best
To catch him fast and break his knees
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This story’s about a lazy wren

I thought that there would never be

Who always slept till after ten

Two vultures necking in a tree

‘What fun,’ he said

How far they’ll go

As he rose from his bed,

We’ll never know

‘Tomorrow, I can do it again.’

Unless we wait around to see
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The octopus said, ‘I pray to God

An older experienced fish

But now I feel it’s rather odd

Made a very unusual wish

Though we formed a bond

He wanted to date

He doesn’t respond

The fisherman’s bait

Perhaps he thinks I’m just a clod.’

Boy, did that cause anguish
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A piglet married a goat

A beaver who built a dam

If you think that is remote

Was happy as a clam

They also pray

The fish were trapped

Most every day

As he had mapped

So whatever rocks your boat

He caught them as they swam
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A mole who lived underground
Was convinced that he had found
Buried treasure so vast
A gift from the past
Was actually a recycling mound

There once was an armadillo
Who lost his favorite pillow
He looked all around
And then it was found
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Right under the weeping willow
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A politically interested duck

An enormous bull that seduced a cow

Had the most unusual luck

Didn’t know what the law would allow

Of running for mayor

He jumped up on top

But hadn’t a prayer

She said, ‘Oh, don’t stop’

Because the reaction was ‘Yuck’

It all seemed to work out somehow
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Mischa, my wonderful kitten
At the window was eagerly sitten
Observing the birds
With very few words
Her intense interest is written

A roach that lived in the city
Said, ‘It’s really such a pity
That I get no respect
Because in effect
I think that I’m rather witty’

A horse had a nasty divorce
His mate was overly coarse
She screamed epithets
And got him in debts
But showed not an ounce of remorse
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A leopard thought to be tame

A gazelle with speed approaching sound

Played a highly unusual game

Raised swirls of dust above the ground

He would bury his head

He never looked back

And pretend to be dead

Cause he had the knack

Then devour creatures who came

Of moving so fast he was never found
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An ant that was very smart
Made sand hills into an art
The curators came
Thought it was lame

A cricket made noise in a tree

And tore the sand hills apart

He began a long singing spree
His neighbors, the birds
Chirped critical words
And forced the loud cricket to flee
This tale concerns a porcupine
Who usually would stand in line
To see a flick
Whereupon he’d stick
The others waiting with his spine
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A spider roamed his web at night

A rat that loved champagne

He bragged, ‘I spin my web so tight

Had liquor on the brain

That flies get caught

He became a dweller

They’re overwrought

In a wine store cellar

And then I maim them with my bite.’

So why would he ever complain
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A herring that resided in water
Had a defiant ornery daughter
He put her in brine
Which suited him fine
Now she’s behaving as she oughta

A snail that enjoyed being free
Didn’t know what to do or to be
So he went with the flow
His colleagues now know
That he recently washed out to sea

A turtle that always was late
Said, ‘ I can rarely anticipate
That time moves so fast
Seems I live in the past
So now I’ll just stay home and wait.’
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A mouse who lived on Lex
Loved her food and sex
She bought a smart phone
Now she’s always alone
Because all she does is text

A bunny went to the store
Looking for a metaphor
The clerk, amused
Said, you’re confused
We don’t sell them anymore
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As many of my friends now know
I write and watch my fables grow
It’s a big relief
To be so brief
It’s fun, but Oh, it brings no dough
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Claude Samton has been an architect, photographer, and a
fable writer who has often looked to animals for advice.
At times of stress, he confides in his little cat Mischa who is
comforting although she never says very much. Animals talk
to him in his dreams and on waking, he quickly records their
wisdom as Aesop did 2500 years ago. He hopes that you will
enjoy these fables.
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